835 SOUTH LUCERNE BLVD #109
HANCOCK PARK

Gorgeous & remodeled with great taste & style in the famed “Windsor Village Complex”, is a light & bright 2 Bedroom and 2 Bathroom. Enter
through security access gates to the common areas that include a wonderful swimming pool & Jacuzzi. This quiet corner condo faces west & east
for soft sun all day. The living room is very large and features a gas fireplace and has beautiful sunlight shinning in.
The Dining & the Living room lookout onto the terrace & the lush green foilage, that offer maximum privacy & wonderful light. The Kitchen has
Stainless Steel Appliances, good counter top space, lots of cabinets & drawers & opens to the dining area. The Master Bedroom has a private
terrace, 2 closets & 1 is a walk-in closet. Remodeled Master Bathroom w/Shower. The 2nd Bedroom has its own full bathroom, Inside Washer/
Dryer - 2 Side/Side Parking Spots. Close to Larchmont Village, and Downtown.

PROUDLY OFFERED AT $769,000
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